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Manufacturing

Introduction

Helium has become an important component in disk drive manufacturing because

its properties permit substantially improved drive performance. Its low mass and

excellent thermal conductivity helps improve positioning accuracy and allows man-

ufacturers to achieve higher densities.1 Consequently, it is essential to detect and

correct leaks that could cause large numbers of drives to be rejected in manufacturing,

or suffer field failures because the loss of helium caused positioning errors.

One approach to leak detection involves sensor-based leak detectors that can take

more than twice as long to clean up after exposure to a large leak, are quite limited

in sensitivity, and are inaccurate when exposed to high background helium.

The latest generation of mass spectrometer based helium leak detectors overcomes

these problems by providing cleanup in less than a minute after a large leak and accu-

rate readings even with exposure to high background helium. The new generation

also detects extremely small leaks, thousands of times smaller than the capabilities 

of sensor-based detectors. This shortens the test cycle as better sensitivity allows

earlier detection. These leak detectors are also exceptionally easy to use and

designed to integrate easily into any type of manufacturing process.

Technical Overview
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Use of helium in disk drive manufacturing

Disk drive manufacturers are under intense pressure to increase
drive capacity and speed while lowering manufacturing costs.
One of the critical operations that affect both drive capacity
and cost is the positioning of the read/write heads relative 
to the disk tracks during normal operation. The number of
tracks per linear inch is already well over 100,000 and this
number is growing with each generation of drives, putting 
a premium on servo writing accuracy. 

Deviations in the position read/write heads can cause run 
out errors that increase the seek-and-access times required 
to read and write data on the drive. Larger deviations may
cause a track of data to overwrite an adjacent track, resulting
in loss of data. During the servo writing process air around
the heads exerts force against the heads and causes them 
to vibrate which can cause positioning errors. Reducing the
speed at which the disk spins reduces the vibration, increas-
ing servo writing accuracy, but at the cost of reducing 
manufacturing productivity.2

Filling the drive with helium instead of air is an effective
means of addressing this problem. The density of helium is
much lower than air which reduces the mechanical forces
exerted on the head and in turn reduces the magnitude 
of vibration. The result is that the disk writing process can 
be performed at high speeds while maintaining high levels 
of accuracy. The importance of helium in the disk writing
process makes it essential to avoid leaks in the drive enclo-
sure. A leak that allows helium to flow out of and air to flow
into the enclosure creates the potential for errors that will
cause the drive to fail quality assurance testing, or later,
cause problems for the end user.

Leak detection process

A disk drive enclosure is a complex assembly with several
potential leakage points. There can be problems with the
main gasket that seals the lid on the drive. The castings that
form the enclosure and the lid might have tiny voids that gas
can flow through. Often there are openings in the disk drive
case that need to be temporarily plugged for testing purposes,
and are another potential source of leakage. The acceptable
leak rate for each enclosure can easily be calculated based 
on the internal “dead” volume, the allowable internal partial
pressure loss of helium and the time interval between when
the drive was charged with helium and when servo writing
was performed.

Different drive manufacturers take different approaches to
helium leak detection. A common approach is to test a per-
centage of drives. If a drive has a leak rate that could cause
problems, then all of the drives that are suspected to have the
same problem are also tested. Or, several drives may be test-
ed simultaneously, and if a leak is indicated the batch will be
further subdivided to locate the bad unit.3 In some cases 
drives may be tested only after problems are revealed during
quality testing.

The test process involves placing the drive in an enclosure
which is connected to the leak detector via a sampling line,
also called a sniffer probe. If the enclosure is relatively air-tight,
then helium from the potential leak accumulates in the air
within this volume, leading to an increasing helium concen -
tration. The sampling line first checks the ambient helium 
signal so a baseline is established. After a brief dwell time
with the disk drive in the enclosure, the sniffer probe samples
the concentration of helium in the chamber again and the leak
rate is calculated based on the change in concentration with
respect to time.4 This change determines whether or not the
drive is ready to be routed to the next stage of manufacturing
or if it requires repair or other disposition. A schematic of this
leak testing arrangement is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Accumulation leak testing schematic
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If the leakage rate is above the acceptable level, then the next
step is to identify the location of the leak. This is accom-
plished by removing the drive from the chamber and using the
sampling line to scan the surface of the drive to pin-point the
leak location(s). This data enables engineers to focus their
design efforts on the area of the enclosure that is creating the
greatest yield issue. It can be used to develop helium leak
specifications for each component.

Sensor vs. mass spectrometer technology

Some leak detectors use sensors to detect helium. One inherent
problem with this approach is that a large leak will saturate the
sensor with helium and a prolonged time is required for the 
sensor to recover (Figure 2). It could easily take as long as two
minutes for the helium to dissipate before measurements can
resume. Since a mass spectrometer is a throughput device
there is no “memory effect” from repeated saturations, whereas
a capture-type sensor can take progressively longer to recover.
The cumulative effect results in many more minutes of lost 
production each day. This amount of production downtime is
unacceptable in high volume manufacturing environments.

Another limitation with sensor technology is that it is limited
to sniffing only with a sensitivity range of 10-1 to 10-7 atm-cc
per second (mbar-liters per second). But to maintain a perma-
nent helium atmosphere in the drive over its life will require
detection capability down to 10-9 to 10-10 atm-cc per second,
which is out of range for sniffing or sampling technology.

VS Series Leak Detectors from Agilent’s Vacuum Products
Division use a mass spectrometer and high vacuum pump 

to provide a much higher level of sensitivity and accuracy
than sensor-based helium leak detectors. A dry scroll vacuum
pump with a high pumping speed cleans up after a large leak
much faster than sensor-based leak detectors as shown 
in Figure 2. The nature of mass spectrometry, in which testing
is performed in a vacuum,makes it possible to clear the back-
ground signal extremely fast and provide accurate tests even
in the presence of high background helium.

Furthermore, VS Series helium leak detectors provide 
sensitivity to leaks as small as 10-12 atm∙cc per second. This
enables testing drives that are designed to maintain a helium
atmosphere over their lifetime. It should be noted that this
type of testing must be performed in a vacuum and the vacu-
um pump included with the leak detector is ideally suited 
for evacuating the test chamber.

Simple operation and well suited 
for manufacturing environment

Its exceptionally simple operation makes the Agilent VS
Series helium leak detector (Figure 3) ideally suited for disk
drive manufacturing. These instruments have only two but-
tons – test and vent. In normal operation the operator presses
test to initiate the test cycle. Test time and reject set points
are pre-programmed so no further intervention from the oper-
ator is needed. When the test is complete the VS will either
vent, or indicate a failed part prompting the operator to prop-
erly disposition the part or perform further testing.

The VS has a color touch screen that is used to change the
setup with intuitive menu prompts. The instrument can dis-
play seven different languages (English, French, German,
Japanese, Korean, Mandarin and Spanish), and provides 

Figure 2: Helium clean up performance

Figure 3: Agilent VS Series Helium Mass Spectrometer Leak Detector



a selection of pressure and leak rate units commonly used
around the world. Therefore the VS series is well suited for
companies with a global supply chain. It incorporates multiple
levels of security that makes it possible to, for example, pre-
vent operators from changing the setup parameters if desired.

The VS Series easily integrates into a manufacturing environ-
ment. It has an RS-232 output and an optional discrete IO
interface that enables every function of the tester to be 
controlled by a programmable logic controller (PLC) or other
device. It comes with software that runs on a personal 
computer that can access test results and store them in an
external database. Agilent’s application support team includes
many engineers with extensive experience in testing parts
charged with helium. In conclusion, Agilent VS Series helium
leak detectors provide a complete solution that helps disk
drive manufacturers increase production yields and manufac-
turing throughput.
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